LECTURES, GUIDED TOURS AND SCHEDULE 2019

JANUARY

1-9 Sarajevo (Bosnia)

7 – Sarajevo (Bosnia), interview for TV1 (‘Udri muški’), 8:30-9:00; Visoko (Bosnia), interview for RTV Visoko, 10:30-11:00

9 – Sarajevo (Bosnia), interview for US youtubeTV, 10:30-12:00

10 – trip Sarajevo-Istanbul

11 – trip Istanbul-Dubai

12 – Dubai (UAE)

13 – Abu Dhabi (UAE)

14 – Sri Bani Yas Island (UAE)

16 – Muscat (Oman), Sultan Qaboos bin Said Mosque, Nahla Fort

17 – Khasab Castle & Bukha Castle (Oman)

18-19 Dubai (UAE)

20- trip Dubai-Istanbul-Sarajevo

21 - Visoko (Bosnia)

21 – Sarajevo (Bosnia), Hotel Holiday, 18:00 meeting with BBC journalist Romesh Ranghanatan

22 – trip Sarajevo-Zagreb-Frankfurt

23 – trip Frankfurt-Johannesburg

24-31 - Sacred Journey to Africa with Michael Tellinger and Dr. Sam Osmanagich

25 – Johannesburg (South Africa), University of Whitwatersrand, The Origins Centre

26 – Pretoria (South Africa), Tswaing Crater
27 – Waterval Boven (South Africa), Stone Circle Museum, stone circles
28 – Waterval Boven (South Africa), Adam’s Calendar
29 – Giant Footprint (South Africa), Ngwenya Mine (Swaziland), Lion Cavern
30 – Kruger National Park (South Africa), safari
31 – Kruger National park (South Africa), safari

FEBRUARY
1 – Maswingo (Zimbabwe), Great Zimbabwe National Park
2 - Maswingo (Zimbabwe), Great Zimbabwe National Park
3 – Polokwane (South Africa)
4 – trip Johannesburg (South Africa) - Frankfurt
5 – trip Frankfurt-Munich-Sarajevo
6 – Munich-Sarajevo
7-28 Visoko (Bosnia), Construction work in the park ‘Ravne 2’
8 – Visoko (Bosnia) BBC 2 TV filming in Visoko, 14-17
12 – Interview for Radio Gradačac (Bosnian) 13:00-13:50; Interview for the REN TV (Russia) on Koh-Ker Pyramid, 19:00-20:00
13 – Interview for the REN TV (Russia) on Ohio Serpent Mound, 19:00-19:30

MARCH
1-29 Visoko (Bosnia), Construction work in the park ‘Ravne 2’
1 – Visoko (Bosnia), interview for ‘Le Soir’, magazine from Belgium
5 – Interview for RTV Vogošća, 17-18
15 – Sarajevo/Visoko (Bosnia), arrival of Kathleen McGowan and group
16-24 Bosnian Pyramid Spring Equinox Power Tour with Kathleen McGowan and Dr. Sam Osmanagich

17 – Visoko (Bosnia) 10:00 Belvedere, Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun

18 – Visoko (Bosnia) Ravne tunnels, park ‘Ravne 2’

20 – Visoko (Bosnia), park ‘Ravne 2’, inauguration of Six-Rose Petal Labyrinth of Love

29 – flight Sarajevo-Vienna-Amsterdam

30 – Amsterdam (Netherlands), lecture, 19-22

31 – flight Amsterdam-Munich-Sarajevo

**APRIL**

1-3 Sarajevo/Visoko (Bosnia)

4 – flight Sarajevo-Vienna-Oslo-Trondheim, lecture in Trondheim (Norway), 19-22

5 – Alvdal (Norway), lecture in local cinema 19-22

6 – Lillehammer (Norway), lecture 17-19

7 – Oslo (Norway), 13-18, lecture at Litteraturhuset

8 – trip Oslo-Vienna-Sarajevo

9-11 Sarajevo/Visoko (Bosnia)

10 – Radio interview, Rob Simone/RS Audio Media, 23:00-24:00

12 – trip Sarajevo-Istanbul

13 – trip Istanbul-Ho Chi Min City (Vietnam)

14 – Ho Chi Minh City (Vietnam), 9-12, lecture at Bth Viet hall

15 – Coi Project site: Da Ba Chong – Balancing Rocks, filming documentary

16 – flight Ho Chi Minh City – Tuy Hoa; visits to the Temple in Tuy Hoa, volcanic cliff Ghanh Da Dia, granite megalith Nui Da Bia and filming documentary

17 – flight Tuy Hoa-Ho Chi Minh City. Hanoi
18 - Hanoi (Vietnam), lecture 14-17

19 – Hanoi (Vietnam), visit to megalithic site Tam Sao Dolmen and filming documentary, lecture for VMC in Dong Do University 19-21

20 - Flight Hanoi-HCMC, evening departure HCMC-Bangkok

21 - Flight Bangkok-Melbourne (Australia), lecture for HUESA group 18-19

22 – Melbourne (Australia), visit to Anti-Gravitational Hill in Woodend, visit to Aboriginal sacred site Hanging Rock and documentary filming, visit to Shrine of Remembrance

23 - Flight Melbourne-Ayers Rock (Uluru)

24 – Uluru (Australia), Aboriginal sacred site, Uluru Base Walk, filming documentary

25 – Kata Tjuta (Australia), Aboriginal sacred site, Valley of Winds Walk

26 - Flight Uluru-Brisbane

27 – Brisbane (Australia), visit Gympie Pyramid and Uniting Church Megalithic Wall, lecture in Brisbane QMC, 18-21

28 - Flight Brisbane-Melbourne, deliver talk in Melbourne, Karralyka Centre, 16-19

29 - flight Melbourne-Beijing

30 - Beijing-Vienna-Sarajevo

MAY

1-15 Visoko (Bosnia)

2– Visoko (Bosnia), tour for the group from Slovenia (Jasmina), 10-15

3 – Visoko (Bosnia), tour for the group from Slovenia (Jasmina)

4 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10:00 Museum tour for the groups from Czech, Sweden and Bulgaria; 13:30 Irena grupa, Slovenija


6 – Visoko (Bosnia), Talk for the group in the park Ravne 2, 15-17
16 – trip Sarajevo-Istanbul

17-26 Journey to Prehistorical Turkey Tour with Dr. Sam Osmanagich

17-18 – Istanbul (Turkey), Hypodrom, Obelisk, Aya Sofia, Basilica Cistern, Archaeological Museum, Top Kapi Palace, Blue Mosque

19 – Gobekli Tepe megalithic site, Shanliurfa Museum (Turkey)

20 – Mount Nemrut/Nimrod tumulus, Karakush tumulus (Turkey)

21 – Kul Tepe, Kanesh Archaeological Site, Karum tablets (Turkey)

22 – Cappadocia, underground cities Kaymakli, Derinkuyu (Turkey)

23 – Hattusah, Hittite Kingdom (Turkey)

24 – Gordion, capital of Frygian Empire, MM tumulus (Turkey)

25 – Ankara, Anatolian Civilizations Museum (Turkey)

26 – Ankara-Istanbul-Sarajevo

27 – Radio interview, podcast Eetu Karioja, 17-18

28 – Visoko (Bosnia), guided tour for Mohanji’s group, park Ravne 2, 9:30-12:30

31 - Visoko (Bosnia), Town Hall, report, 16-18

**JUNE**

2 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10:00 guided tour for the group from Hungary; 15-18 guided tour for the Mohanji’s group in the park ‘Ravne 2’

3 – Zenica (Bosnia), meeting with the cantonal Prime Minister, 10-11; Visoko (Bosnia), meeting with the Deputy Mayor, 12-13

4 – Visoko (Bosnia), guided tour for the German group, 10:00; Interview for TV show with Angelica Simpson ‘Stardust Express’

7 – Visoko (Bosnia), guided tour for the group from Norway (John) 11:00; guided tour for the group from Croatia (Vildana), 16:00

8 – Visoko (Bosnia), lecture in the park ‘Ravne 2’, 16:30-17:30

9-16 Sarajevo/Visoko (Bosnia), host for the group from USA (Barbara and Corkey)
10 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10-17, guided tour, Belvedere, Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun, park Ravne 2
11 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10-16 guided tour, Ravne tunnels, park Ravne 2, 16-19 lecture in the park Ravne 2
15 – Visoko (Bosnia), guided tour for the group from China, Japan, Singapore (Yantara), 13:00-17:30
16 – Visoko (Bosnia), guided tour for the group from China, Japan, Singapore (Yantara), 13:00-15:30
16 – Sarajevo (Bosnia), lecture for SC Net, hotel Hollywood, 16:30-17:30
16-23 Bosnian Pyramid Summer Solstice Tour, Festival and Conference
17 – Visoko (Bosnia), Belvedere, Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun, park Ravne 2, 17-20 lecture
18 – Visoko (Bosnia), Ravne tunnels, park Ravne 2
19 – Sarajevo (Bosnia), interview for RTV Sarajevo 9:00-9:30; interview for the Federal radio 9:30-9:45; Visoko (Bosnia), interview for RTV Visoko 11:00-11:30
20 – Visoko (Bosnia) Festival in the park Ravne 2
21- Visoko (Bosnia), Festival and Fair
22 – Visoko (Bosnia), Festival and Fair
23 – Visoko (Bosnia), Festival and Fair in the park ‘Ravne 2’

**JULY**

1-4 Visoko (Bosnia), filming five documentaries for BosnianPyramidYouTubeTV
10-22 Belek, Antalya (Turkey)
12 – Radio Interview for Radio Slon Tuzla, 12:40-12:50
14 – Myra (Turkey), Ancient Greek and Roman Megapolis and cliff temples; Bishop of Myra (Demre) St. Nicholas Church; Kekova Island Ancient Roman houses
16 – Aspendos Arena, dance show ‘Troy’, 21-23
20 – Pamukkale, Haieropolis (Turkey), Ancient Greek and Roman City, Cleopatra’s pool
23 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10:00 a.m. guided tour for the group from Holland
25 – Visoko (Bosnia), 9:00-17:00 guided tour for the Chinese delegation

25 - 9:00 p.m. radio interview with Richard Sacks

29 – Visoko (Bosnia) 9:00-9:30 photo opt with Foundation’s employees; 9:30-9:40 interview for RTV Visoko; 9:40-12:00 Visoko’s Mayor visit; 13-14 Interview for Sampo Manninen from Finland

31 – Sarajevo (Bosnia), radio interview Kalman Radio, 11:30-12:00; Visoko 14-17 Visoko, tour for Leszek Matela, journalist (Poland)

**AUGUST**

1 – Radio interview for the Earth Ancients with Cliff Dunning, 8:34-9:45 a.m.

2 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10:00-16:30 Visoko’s Mayor visit; 14:30 Green Crystal Pyramid grand opening

6 – Visoko (Bosnia), 13:00-13:30 tour for the group from Romania; 13:30-18:30 tour for Anto Nobilo (Croatia)

8 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10:00 tour for the group from Hungary

9 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10:00-15:00 otvaranje Geo-arheološkog laboratorija, tura po parku i tunelima

12 – Intervju for Radio Mostar, 10:30-10:45

14 – Visoko (Bosnia), lecture for Huesa seminar 15-17; tour for Arabic group 17-18

16 – Sarajevo-Montreal

17- Quebec, St. Alphonse de Granby (Canada), Pyramide de Granby, lecture 14-17

18 – Quebec, Harrington (Canada), 13-16, lecture


21 – flight Montreal-Houston (USA)
22 – Houston (USA); Radio interview with Theresa Morris ‘TJ Morris ET Radio’ 7:00-9:00 p.m. CST
25 – Houston-Munich
26 – Munich-Sarajevo
27 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10-12, Tour for the group from Slovenia; 17-18 meeting with the film crew LikeA ShotTV
28 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10-18 filming a documentary for LikeA ShotTV (Forbidden History, Discovery Science)
29 – Zenica (Bosnia), 11:00 Cantonal Parliament – receipt of the Plaque, Certificate of Recognition; Visoko (Bosnia), 13-18, filming a documentary for LikeA Shot; Vogišća (Bosnia), 20:00-23:30 lecture for group from Turkey
30 – Visoko (Bosnia), 11:30-12:30, interview for Radio BH. diaspora; 12:00-12:30 interview for youtube TV - Global Meditation Movement

SEPTEMBER
1 – Visoko (Bosnia), Pyramid Trail, park ‘Ravne 2’, 10-17
2 – Sarajevo (Bosnia), interview for TV Alfa 16:15-16:45
3 – Visoko (Bosnia), 12-17, filming a documentary for Hayat TV (Sarajevo)
4 – Sarajevo (Bosnia), 8:15-8:30 interview for RTV Sarajevo; Visoko (Bosnia), Multimedia Hall in park ‘Ravne 2’, lecture 16-18
7 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10:00 interview for YT Srbija Global
10 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10:00 meeting with Visoko’s Mayor, 11:15-11:25 interview for Radio M; 12-13 meeting in Zenica with the Minister for Economy
11 – Skype interview for Czech Radio Suenee Universe together with Valery Uvarov, 19:00-21:00
14 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10:00-15:00 guided tour for 70 people (Nijaz Skenderagić); 15:00-15:30 interview for Czech WM Magazin (youtube documentary on Ravne 3 tunnels); 15:30-16:00 meeting with Sarah McCrum
15 – Visoko, 10:00-17:00, tour and interview for Patrick Batarillo from German Public Radio

16-23 Fall Equinox Tour and Conference

17 – Visoko (Bosnia), tour for the Conference group 10-16, Belvedere, Bosnian Pyramid of the Sun, park Ravne 2, 17-20 lecture in the Conference Hall

18 – Visoko (Bosnia), tour for the Conference group, Museum, Ravne tunnels, park Ravne 2

19 – Visoko (Bosnia), 15-18 Guided tour for the movie directors from VIVA FEST; 19:00-21:30 movie projections in the park Ravne 2

20 - Visoko (Bosnia), 12:30-14:00 filming documentary for ARTE TV; 17:30 opening of BosnianPyramidFest

21 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10-20, BosnianPyramidFest, guided tour for the group from Bosnia, park Ravne 2

22 – Visoko (Bosnia), BosnianPyramidFest, 10:00 Tribute to Marina, 11:00 Tunnels Ravne 3, 12:00 Museum Exhibition ‘Artifacts from Ravne 3 tunnels’; 14-18 Concert in park Ravne 2; 18-19 Campfire for the Fall Equinox

23 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10:30-15:00 documentary filming ARTE TV

25 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10-16, documentary filming ARTE TV

26 – Visoko (Bosnia), 11-13, guided tour for the Cantonal Ministry of Economy

27 – Visoko (Bosnia), 15-17 documentary filming ARTE TV

28 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10-11 guided tour for the groups from Czech, Slovakia and Austria, Museum and Green crystal pyramid

29 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10-12, guided tour for the group from Netherland, Museum

**OCTOBER**

1 - Visoko (Bosnia), 10-12, filming documentary for youtubeTV from Netherland

5 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10-11 guided tour for the group from Czech; 11-13 guided tour for Samka Bećić, 13-15 energy measurements with Eng. Goran Marjanović, 15-16 documentary filming in the park Ravne 2 for YT
6 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10-14 filming for YT, Ravne 3, Green, Crystal Pyramid; 14-15 Filming for WM Magazine in Ravne 3; 15:00 meeting with archaeologist Karen Tee (Australia)

7 – Radio interview Forbidden Knowledge, 18-19

9 – Visoko (Bosnia), 11:30-12:45 visit by Bosnian National Football team – Museum, Ravne tunnels, park Ravne 2; 17:10-17:40 Interview for RTV Vogošća

10 – Visoko (Bosnia) Board of Directors meeting in park Ravne 2, 11-13

12 – Visoko (Bosnia), tour for the group from Austria, Norway, Spain and Slovenia, 11-15

14 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10-15 guided tour for the participants of Congress of Alternative Medicine with the lecture in the Conference Hall in park ‘Ravne 2’

16 – Zagreb (Croatia), podcast interview with Ratko Martinovic

17 – Izola (Slovenia), lecture in the town Library 18-20

18 – Bologna (Italy), lecture with Michael Tellinger and Suzy Blady, 20:30-24:00 Sala del Baraccano, Via S. Stefano, Bologna

19 – Milan (Italy), Conference Dr. Sam Osmanagich-Michael Tellinger, 19 OTT, ‘Figli delle Stelle, La Storia Impossibile’, 14:00-15:30, Via Fratelli Cervi, 2Milano, 20090 Segrate

20 – Damanhur (Italy), visit to Temples of Humanity, energy measurements, lecture with Michael Tellinger 17:30-19:00

21 – Cerknica (Slovenia), lecture in town library, 18:00-20:30

22 – Cerknica Lake (Slovenia), energy measurements; Ljubljana /Slovenia), lecture at Poslovna stavba Elma 17:30-21:00

23 – Žiri (Slovenia), 10-12 research of the Balancing rocks: 18-20 lecture at the movie theater in Žiri, Trg svobode 6, 18-21

24 – Novo Mesto (Slovenia), 16-19 lecture in town library Miraj Jarc

25 – Bihać (Bosnia), TV interview for RTV USK 17:0017:20; lecture at the Technical Faculty of University of Bihać, 18-21

26 – Bihać-Sarajevo

28 – Visoko (Bosnia), 15:30-19:30 filming for YT Goran Šarić and Ratko Martinović, Museum and tunnel Ravne
29 – Visoko (Bosnia), 14:00-17:30 filming for YT Goran Šarić and Ratko Martinović, prk Rvne

30 – Visoko (Bosnia), 10:30-12:00 guided tour for the group from Slovenia, Belvedere, ravne tunnels

31 – Sarajevo-Munich-Frankfurt-New Delhi

NOVEMBER

1 – New Delhi (India), Brahma Kumaris Retreat Center - Pyramid

2 – New Delhi (India), Global Conference on Pyramid Power, lecture 10:30-12:30

3 – Agra (India) Taj Mahal

4 – New Delhi-Zurich-Vienna-Sarajevo

5 – Gračanica (Bosnia)

6 – Visoko (Bosnia), interview for National TV - BHT, Muhamed Mizić, show ‘Konačno petak’, 10:00-15:00

7 – Visoko (Bosnia), interview for www.source.ba

8 – travel Sarajevo-Zagreb-Rim-Alghero (Sardinia, Italy)

9-17 Sardinia (Italy)

9 – Monte D’Accoddi, Sassari province (Neolithic pyramid, dolmen, menhir); Necropoli di Anghelu Ruju, Alghero

10 – Arzachena, Sardinia, Tomba di Giganti (Tomb of Giants); Arzachena, Nuraghe, La Prisgiona

11 – Sacred Well, Santa Cristina; Nuraghe in Paulilatino; Nuraghe Losa in Abbasanta; Nuraghe in Santu Antine

12 – Palmavera Nuraghe in Alghero

13 – Giants tomb of Imbertighe in Abbassanta; Nuraghe in Abbassanta; Tamuli Macomer – Tomba di Gigante and Nuraghe Pattada; Villanovaforru – Giants Tomb; Genna Maria - Nuraghe

14 – Tura sa Luigi Muscas – City of Giants in Paoli Arbarei, Giatns tombs, Nuraghe, Pyramid; Pimentel Necropoli, Domus de Janas
15 – Nuraghe Cuccuru, Settimo San Pietro; Menhir Monti Corru Tundu; Menhirs and Megalithic Nuraghe Biru E’Contas

16 – Barumini Nuraghe; Barumini Museum, Nuraghi E’Crescia in Barumini; Nuraghe Piscu; La Tomba Megalitica di Pranu Siara-Suelli

17 – Guasila (Sardinia, Italy), Lecture at the Town Hall, 16:00-19:30, https://www.unionesarda.it/articolo/cultura/2019/11/15/guasila-i-misteri-delle piramidi-con-il-ricercatore-sam-osmanagic-8-952973.html

18 – Alghero-Rim-Split-Zagreb-Sarajevo

21 – Sarajevo (Bosnia), 9:00-12:30 meeting in Foundation’s office

23 – Sarajevo-Vienna-Milan

24 – Milan (Italy), Top Mystery Conference, lecture 17:00-18:30

25 - Milan-Vienna–Sarajevo

26 – Interview with Pari Patriji, 17-18, www.paripatri.com

25 – 29 - Sarajevo/Visoko (Bosnia)

30 – Belgrade (Serbia), 20:45-24:00 interview for YT channel Balkan info

DECEMBER

1 – Belgrade (Serbia), 9:30-11:30 interview for youtube channel TV UVIS; 12-14 interview for youtube TV - FES TV; interview for ‘Radio 202’ 17-18; interview for YTTV UNIVERZUM PIRAMIDA 20:30-23:30, interview for youtube TV ‘Kuća dobrih vesti’

2 – Belgrade (Serbia), 8:30-9:30 interview for youtube TV - Tesla TV; flight Beograd - Sarajevo

4 – Visoko (Bosnia), Foundation’s employees of the year 11:00-13:00

6 – Ljubljana (Slovenia), 10-12, interview for National TV - RTV SLO; Zagreb (Croatia), 17:00-18:30 lecture at HUPED’s International Conference on Alternative Medicine

7 – flight Sarajevo-Vienna-Cairo-Aswan

8-19 Tour ‘Journey to Ancient Egypt’

8 – Aswan (Egypt), Nubian Museum, Nubian Village
9 – Abu Simbel (Egypt), Great Temple of Rameses II, Temple of Nefertari
10 – Aswan (Egypt), Unfinished Obelisk, Philae Temple (Temple of Isis)
11 – Nile Cruise (Egypt), Kom Ombo Temple, Temple of Edfu
12 – Nile Cruise (Egypt), Temple of Abydos, Temple of Dandera
13 – Karnak (Egypt), Valley of Kings, Queen Hatshepsut Temple, Colossi of Memnon
14 – Karnak (Egypt), Karnak Temple Complex, Luxor Temple Complex
15 – Cairo (Egypt), Great Egyptian Museum
16 – Giza (Egypt), Giza pyramids and Sphings
17 – Cairo (Egypt), pyramids Lahun, Meidum, Hawara
18 – Sakkara (Egypt), Sakkara pyramids (Djoser, Titi), Serapeum, Dahshur pyramids Red and Bent
19 – flight Cairo-Vienna-Sarajevo
20-22 – Sarajevo (Bosnia)
23 – Vienna (Austria)
24-31 Sarajevo (Bosnia)
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Bosnian Pyramid, the biggest in the world. A lecture about its properties and its subterranean system.

By Dr. Sam Osmanagich

218 Chemin White, Harrington, Quebec J8G2T3
For more information contact Miguel at vitalpyramid@gmail.com
STARTLING NEW SECRETS FROM THE BOSNIAN PYRAMIDS

DR. SAM OSMANAGICH

SUN OCT 27, 9 PM-MIDNIGHT PT / MIDNIGHT-3 AM ET
MON OCT 28, 4 AM GMT